KENDRIYA VIDYALAYA TPKM, MADURAI
WORK SHEET - ENGLISH
CLASS:V___

TOPIC:MY SHADOW

NAME:________________

ROLL NO:______
DATE________

I.USE THEN OR THAN IN THE BLANKS
1.He runs faster ___________ you.
2.Let's have breakfast ___________ we can talk.
3.Mix it altogether _____________ stir it well.
4.I like to travel more __________ you do.
5.Wait until noon we will go _____________.

II.UNSCRAMBLE THE WORDS
1.hadwos

_____________________

2.ndebhi

_____________________

3.eelpsa

_____________________

4.lawys

_____________________

5.lowfer

______________________

III.FILL IN THE BLANKS WITH ARTICLES A OR AN
1._________

book

2.__________

ant

3.__________

apple

4.__________

cat

5.__________

iglo

III.WRITE THE RHYMING WORDS
1.see

______________

2.grow

______________

3.early

_______________

4.sun

_______________

5.dew

_______________

IV.READ THE LINES FROM THE POEM AND ANSWER THE FOLLOWING
He is very very like me.
From the heels up to the head !
And I see him jump before me ,
When I jump into my bed.
1.Who does he refer to ?
_____________________________________________________________
2.Who does me refer to ?
_____________________________________________________________
3.Why are he and me alike ?
______________________________________________________________
4.Who jumps first into the bed ?
______________________________________________________________
5.Write the opposite of before . _______________________
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1. Underline the conjunctions in this paragraph:Ranu and Tanay went to the zoo. They had just Rs.20. So they could either see
the animals or go for an elephant ride. They decided to go on the elephant ride
but it was the elephants’ lunch time. So they went to see other animals.
2. Look at these pictures and write a sentence for each one using the
conjunctions given in the brackets:-

________________________
________________________(and)

_____________________
_____________________(or)

_________________________
_________________________(because)

_________________________
______________________(so)

3. You heard of a theft which happened last night. That night power went off. You
hear footsteps of someone near you. Continue the story…
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
4. Make your own map of the route from the entrance of zoo to exit. Use the
symbols given below to reach the following if they fall on your way:-

